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Release Notes for Patch Release#3129

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite middleware 7.6.2-rev49
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.2-rev39
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #3071.
44128 Sorting E-Mail returns no resultsOn certain IMAP backends sorting E-Mail by ”From” or ”Subject” led to empty result lists. This hasbeen solved by falling back to in-application sort in case a IMAP backend is unable to return sortedresults.
44076 Adding huge distribution lists leads to high system loadAdding distribution lists that contain many list members to a E-Mail was very inefficient and led tohigh system load at the client. This has been solved by optimizing the related implementation toexecute the operation in a reasonable time frame.
44024 Adding out-of-office messages led to errorsWhen adding a out-of-officemessage for the very first time, it was not saved correctly and had to bere-entered. This has been solved by limiting the amount of information in accordance to enabledfeatures.
44021 Distribution-list members missing when adding malformed addresses en blocWhen adding several distribution-list members to a distribution-list at once and using white-spacewithin mail addresses, trailing addresses were missing when selecting the distribution-list later on.This has been solved by sanitizing input data for white-spaces.
43836 Distribution-list members with single-character addresses get lostWhen using mail addresses with a single-character personal part in distribution-lists, those ad-dresses are not added as recipients when selecting the distribution-list. This behaviour was specificto a certain mail compose feature and has been resolved by fixing a less-or-equal condition.

3 Tests
The Open-Xchange QA team has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced withina lab environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
44128, 44076, 44024, 44021, 43836,
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